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Thailand - Man Heaven? or Man Hell? It's really as the Thais say "Up To You." You'll see plenty of

books on kindle talking about the visible sex trade in Thailand. When you mention Thailand to many

people that's the first thing that springs to mind.I'm not a genius but I can guess if you are looking at

this book the chances are you are interested in seeing for yourself. The book is not the

assassination job that the headline may suggest - it was based upon interviews with people that

work in the trade.It was interesting to hear their point of view and the practical issues that they face

every day. Yes, they have problems with clients - but just as often they have problems with other

people in the background of the trade, and other bar workers. There's times when things can get

wild and out of control - times when people in the trade pay a high price for being involved - and

times when people wonder how they can go on. There's a long list of chapters in the book and while

I don't pretend that every word in the book will be relevant to you, there's no doubt that you will gain

a ton of knowledge by reading it. I suppose if you only learn one new thing that prevents you from

making a costly mistake the book will be worth it. There's a very straightforward line in the book that

is the gold standard as to how to conduct yourself if you travel to Thailand to take up with ladies of

the night. That line is also the last line in the book. Learn it, recite it, and never forget it and you will

find Thailand to be Man Heaven. Ignore it and welcome to hell. Once again that's Up To You. I know

what I would prefer - Download Thailand:Thailand: The Vicious Truth About Thai Hookers now.
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No punches pulled here, every aspect of prostitution in Thailand is covered from bar girls to

ladyboys and plenty of horror stories are revealed along the way. There is a lot of useful info here,

defiantly a must read for any potential sex tourist interested in Pattaya/Bangkok. I personally plan to

visit one day and I feel like I have a greater understanding of Thai hookers and the potential pitfalls

along the way.As a minor negative, there are a number of typos in the book most of which happen

in the second half.

Just one kernel of wisdom extracted from this book would more than pay for the cost, and there are

many kernels of wisdom within it. I'm sure there are legions of men who would now give most

anything if they could go back in time and read it before coming to Thailand. It's not a long book, but

I consider were I sitting in a bar would it be worth the price of a drink to have the author share this

knowledge with me? The answer is a definite yes!!! The information can be a bit sobering and

depressing at times, but that's what reality is like! I plan to read a few more of his books as well. My

only gripe is the lack of proper proofreading in this particular book.

The reality ofLove that behooves us all is that in reality it is an illusion. Love is nothing more than a

concept a design in which I would burden a group to define and agree upon a utopian explanation

thereof. Without more knowledge confronting the dangers amongst us, especially behind the fresh

smiles and beauty we are helpless. We endure the burden of relationship to quell the silence of

loneliness. Let's remember what happens to the the folly who swims with sharks with tuna in his

pocket. I pity the individual who decides to travel anywhere without empowering himself intelligently

beforehand. Lessor evils exist in every part of the world meaning the unidentified ones torture those

who don't prepare themselves. I see others reviews on this book of which don't give credit to the

true value of the information presented. I don't know if it's because they don't realize how much they

have benefited from reading it afterward. I guarantee some have benefitted and have avoided

challenging circumstances in some shape or form after reading this book. I have witnessed and

heard of many of the scenarios presented in this book. The authors gives good background into the

underworld afoot regarding 'extracurricular tourism' in Thailand.



Man this book has changed my whole view of what to expect when I go to Thailand for my first time

in January. I have also purchase the 50 scams book by this author to help further educate myself.

Wow what a good read.

Having been to Pattaya I enjoyed reading this book and find it to ring true I'm not going to lieI

sponsored a Thai hooker brieflyBut I wouldn't buy her a new motorbikeHers had gotten stolen (yeah

right) I did get some nice pics tho

I think this is a good book it tells it like it is going to be from experience it's probably contains a lot of

good advice for people traveling to Thailand

The Blether gives a no holds barred account of the reality of Thai prostitution. Its easy to conjure up

ideas of the girls choosing their life, but the reality is different. The circumstances of how they get

into the trade and the tricks they play is intriguing. Its a real buyer beware situation and so many

guys fall for all the ways they use to extract money.I finished this book in one session and then

moved onto the "finding a good Thai woman" book.This is a real reality check based on some solid

research should be required reading for sex tourists in the land of smiles.

I don't much care for the title, but the book is an insightful and informative look at the Thai culture by

an intelligent westerner who has a lot of experience living in Thailand. I couldn't put the book down.

Reading it is a short time spent to get quite a bit it is hard to find else where.
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